
  

 

 

Specification 

Specification of PAP SUIT Ventilated suit made of parachute nylon cloth with built air 
harness along with hood and shoe cover. Sl. No Design features Large size  

1. Overall length 65”  
2. Crochet to shoulder 36”  
3. Crochet to length girdle 29”  
4. Chest 52”  
5. Seat 25”  
6. Leg width (Bottom) 20”  
7. Arm round 11”  
8. Shoulder + 2 arm length 75”  
9. Sleeve width 6’’  
10. Waist at belt 50”  
11. Belt to shoulder 21”  
12. Size of DRD Pocket 3.5”X 4”  
1.Fabric colour should be YELLOW shade made of NYLON TAFFETA laminated with PU 
form inside for water and air resistance. It should be free from shrinkage and washable 
with low foam detergent at 40 °C temperature. Permeability of the fabric should be as 
low as possible. Sample should be send with the quotation.  
2.The fabrication of the suit should be done by triple stitching. All stitched joints must be 
sealed by adhesive bond sealant.  
3.Front opening of the suit should have better quality plastic chain and additional Velcro 
to be provided @ 5” center to center to keep suit close in case of chain failure. 
4.The arm and leg opening should be elasticized. The elasticized good quality to 
withstand several washings at 40°C.  
5.Belt width of 1.5” covered with yellow fabric should be provided in the suit to hold air 
connection fittings firmly.  
6.Air harness must provide even ventilation and positive pressure inside the suit.  
7.For air harness, good quality PVC tube size 7 mm should be used. To connect the 
tubes, good quality fittings should be used made of engineering plastic. The air supply 
tube for breathing should be in front of face to provide sufficient air to breathe. 
Breathing airflow to the hood should be 150-170 LPM at main supply of 250-350 LPM. 
8.Airline connector should be made of stainless steel matching with the female fittings of 
QRC in our station (quick release Henson joints), The fittings should be leaking free and 
smooth operable and have the facilities of interchangeability.  
9.Hood should be made of clear, transparent imported PVC sheet of 0.5 mm thickness 
designed as per the drawing attached. The yellow fabric should be used for lower portion 
of the hood. Tying belts should be provided as per drawing.  
10.Shoe cover should be integrated part of the suit.  
11.Overlaps at cuffs and ankles should be provided to accommodate gloves and over 
shoes respectively.  
12.Conformance certificate is to be given by supplier for specification. 


